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Fuel-Rich 

Region of Buoyant Turbulent Diffusion Flames 
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Instantaneous soot volume fractions and temperatures were measured in the fuel-rich (underfire) region of turbulent 
nonpremixed acetylene, propylene, ethylene, and propane flames burning in still air. Large-scale, highly buoyant, 
pool-like flames were considered, having characteristic residence times greater than 250 ms and burner exit 
Richardson numbers greater than 18. Measurements were made using an optical probe that involved laser 
extinction for soot volume fractions and two-wavelength pyrometry for temperatures. Strong correlations were 
found between soot volume fractions and temperatures for each fuel--relatively independent of burner operating 
conditions and position in the underfire region. This behavior is supportive of the existence of nearly universal 
relationships between soot volume and mixture fractions in the underfire region of turbulent nonpremixed flames 
having large characteristic residence times. Underfire soot is largely confined to a narrow range of mixture 
fractions (yielding a soot spike) and temperatures. The latter observation supports approximations of constant- 
temperature soot layers that have been proposed in the past for estimates of continuum radiation from soot-containing 
diffusion flames. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Continuum radiation from soot is an important 
aspect of hydrocarbon-fueled fires because it in- 
fluences their spread rates, burning rates, and 
structure [1, 2]. The geometric feature of soot 
that affects radiation is the soot volume fraction, 
rather than particle size and shape distributions, 
since the Rayleigh limit for small particles is 
generally acceptable for estimating the spectral 
absorption coefficients of soot and scattering can 
be ignored [3]. Prompted by this observation, 
measurements of soot volume fractions and other 
scalar properties relevant to radiation were re- 
cently completed in this laboratory for the fuel- 
lean (overfire) region of buoyant turbulent diffu- 
sion flames [4, 5]. The objective of the present 
investigation was to extend this work to the fuel- 
rich (underfire) region of similar flames. The 
study was limited to highly buoyant, pool-like, 
turbulent fires burning in still air; therefore, the 
findings are primarily relevant to natural (un- 
wanted) fires. The test fuels included acetylene, 
propylene, ethylene and propane--all of which 
yield flames having significant levels of contin- 
uum radiation from soot [4-7]. 

The present study also extended earlier efforts 
to evaluate the laminar flamelet concept for soot 
volume fractions in diffusion flames [4-7]. This 
concept has been proposed for use in conjunction 
with the conserved-scalar formalism, as a means 
of avoiding the complexities of soot chemistry in 
turbulent environments when estimating the con- 
tinuum radiation properties of turbulent flames 
[6, 7]. The key hypothesis of the laminar flamelet 
concept for diffusion flames is that instantaneous 
scalar properties are only functions of the instan- 
taneous mixture fraction (called state relation- 
ships). The concept was initially proposed by 
Bilger [8]; furthermore, a number of subsequent 
studies have found satisfactory state relationships 
for major gas species, even for flames with large 
concentrations of soot, except near points of flame 
attachment or extinction [4-1]. 

The existence of state relationships for major 
gas species prompted earlier studies in this labo- 
ratory to see whether soot volume fractions be- 
haved in the same manner [4-7]. The status of 

this work can be conveniently summarized by the 
plots of soot volume fractions as a function of 
mixture fraction for acetylene and ethylene-air 
diffusion flames illustrated in Fig. 1. Measure- 
ments shown in Fig. 1 were obtained for a variety 
of burners, flame operating conditions, and posi- 
tions within the flames--see Refs. 4 -7  for de- 
tails. These factors are not designated on the plots 
to avoid cluttering; however, to the extent that 
the laminar flamelet concept for soot volume 
fractions is correct, soot volume fraction should 
be only a function of mixture fraction. 

Past studies of soot volume fraction state rela- 
tionships for fuel-rich conditions have been lim- 
ited to laminar acetylene and ethylene flames 
burning in still air [6, 7]. The results plotted in 
Fig. 1 show that soot volume fractions are appre- 
ciable only for relatively narrow ranges of mix- 
ture fractions (called soot spikes) for fuel-rich 
conditions. The state relationship correlations for 
the soot spikes are poorer than for major gas 
species [4-11]; nevertheless, estimates of the ra- 
diation properties based on these correlations were 
still reasonably good, suggesting that some dis- 
persion of soot volume fraction state relationships 
can be tolerated for radiation predictions [6, 7]. 

Past studies of soot volume fraction state rela- 
tionships for lean conditions involved the overfire 
region of sooting turbulent flames [4, 5]. It was 
found that soot generation efficiencies (the per- 
centage of fuel carbon that is converted to soot 
and emitted from the flame) were constant 
throughout the overfire region for a given fuel 
and burner operating condition. Furthermore, soot 
generation efficiencies increased with flame resi- 
dence time at first but then became constant for 
times longer than roughly ten times the residence 
time at the laminar smoke point [5]. Because soot 
densities in the overfire region are relatively inde- 
pendent of fuel type and operating conditions 
[12], whereas carbon from the fuel is a passive 
scalar proportional to mixture fraction, this im- 
plies a universal state relationship for soot vol- 
ume fractions in the overfire region at long resi- 
dence times. The results illustrated in Fig. 1 for 
fuel-lean conditions were obtained within the long 
residence time regime: the measurements for var- 
ious operating conditions and positions in the 
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Fig. 1. Soot volume fraction state relationships for acetylene/air  and ethylene/air  diffusion 
flames. Data and correlations from Refs. 4-7 .  

overfire region are seen to be only a function of 
mixture fraction and correlate quite well with 
expressions based on constant soot generation 
efficiencies and density for acetylene and ethy- 
lene. Similar results for propylene and propane 
can be found in Ref. 5. 

Based on these findings, the main issues are 
whether the properties of the soot spike observed 
in laminar flames are similar within turbulent 
flames; and when, if at all, the soot volume 
fraction state relationship concept is appropriate 
for the fuel-rich (underfire) region of turbulent 
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flames. A formal test of these properties requires 
simultaneous measurements of soot volume frac- 
tion and mixture fraction at a point, with suffi- 
cient temporal resolution to control effects of 
gradient broadening. This is difficult to achieve in 
turbulent flames: the soot spike involves a rela- 
tively small range of mixture fractions (see Fig. 
1), imposing stringent accuracy requirements in a 
difficult environment, whereas existing methods 
for rapidly measuring mixture fractions in turbu- 
lent environments either lose sensitivity in the 
presence of soot or might interfere with soot 
chemistry. Thus, an indirect approach was used 
instead, simultaneously measuring soot volume 
fractions and temperatures with an optical probe 
and inferring whether these findings were consis- 
tent with the existence of the soot spikes observed 
for fuel-rich conditions in Fig. 1. An auxiliary 
benefit of this approach is that it directly provides 
soot volume fractions and temperatures--the two 
main scalar properties affecting continuum radia- 
tion from soot-containing flames. Measurements 
were limited to relatively large flames within the 
long residence time regime with respect to soot 
generation efficiencies in the overfire region. This 
helped to minimize problems of spatial resolution 
while providing a test of whether long residence 
time behavior in the overfire region would extend 
to the fuel-rich (underfire) region as well. The 
measurements involved both probability density 
functions (pdfs) of temperature, conditioned on 
soot volume fraction, and the correlation between 
temperatures and soot volume fractions. 

E X P E R I M E N T A L  RESULTS 

Apparatus 

The  apparatus was similar to the arrangement 
used earlier for studies of the overfire region [5]. 
This involved vertically upward injection of fuel 
in still air with the flames attached at the burner 
exit. The flames burned within a large enclosure 
(2.4 x 2.4 x 3.6 m high) with a metal hood and 
adjustable exhaust system at the top to remove the 
combustion products. Room disturbances were 
reduced by using strips of plastic film as the side 
walls of the enclosure, as well as a smaller 

screened enclosure (1 x 1 x 2 m high) directly 
around the flames. The optical probe was mounted 
rigidly; therefore, the flame was traversed to 
provide measurements at various points within 
the underfire region. 

A sketch of the burner appears in Fig. 2. The 
burner exit was 50 mm in diameter. The fuel 
entered the bottom of the burner and then passed 
through a honeycomb section (3 mm cell size x 
40 mm long) to remove any residual swirl. The 
flow subsequently passed through two more 
plenum sections and two beds of steel balls (5 and 
3 mm in diameter with bed heights of 25 mm) to 
provide a uniform flow at the burner exit. The 
burner was cooled by water flowing through a 
coil soldered to its outside surface. The flames 
attached naturally at the exit of the burner. 

Instrumentation 

Optical Probe 

The optical probe involved laser extinction to 
measure soot volume fractions and two-wave- 
length pyrometry to measure temperatures. The 
probe is illustrated in Fig. 3: it consisted of two 
light guides, mounted opposite one another, ta- 
pered to open view ports (3 mm in diameter) at 
their tips. The light guides were purged with a 
1-cm3/s flow of nitrogen which passed out of the 
open viewing ports, however, increasing the ni- 
trogen flow rate up to 3 cm3/s had little effect on 
the measurements. 

Choosing the optical path length was a compro- 
mise between reducing effects of gradient broad- 
ening by minimizing the length, and improving 
signal-to-noise ratios and reducing disturbances 
of the flow by the probe by increasing the length. 
Based on these considerations, the distance be- 
tween viewing ports was 10 mm for the acetylene 
flames and 20 mm for the other flames. The 
larger path length for the more weakly sooting 
fuels helped extend the dynamic range of the soot 
volume fraction measurements. Minimum inte- 
gral-scale lengths were estimated to be roughly 
20 mm for the range of the measurements so the 
longer path length was marginal, however, vary- 
ing path lengths in the range 10-30 mm had little 
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the 50-mm-diameter burner. 

effect (less than 30 K) on the temperature mea- 
surements and observations of maximum soot 
volume fractions. It will also be seen that the 
general behavior of the soot volume fraction and 
temperature measurements was similar for acety- 
lene and other fuels, in spite of the 2:1 increase 
of optical path length, suggesting that gradient 
broadening did not influence the major conclu- 
sions of the study excessively. 

S o o t  V o l u m e  Fract ions  

Soot volume fractions were measured by laser 
extinction across the gap between the viewing 
ports, using the 632.8-nm line of a He -Ne  laser 
(15 mW, Spectra Physics Model 124B, with a 
1.1-mm-diameter beam at the e-2 points). Two 
detectors (Newport Model 982 Laser Power Me- 
ters) were used to measure the intensity of the 

laser beam before and after passing through the 
flame, in order to compensate for variations of 
laser power. The detector for transmitted radia- 
tion had a large active area (100 mm 2) and a 
response within 99% at + 3 mm from the axis 
with an angular misalignment of + 2*; therefore, 
effects of beam steering due to refractive index 
variations in the optical path were small. Laser 
line filters (10 nm bandwidth), a chopper operat- 
ing at 1500 Hz, a carrier amplifier system, and a 
600-Hz fourth-order low-pass filter were used to 
reduce effects of background radiation and to 
improve signal-to-noise ratios. 

Soot volume fractions were found assuming the 
Rayleigh limit for small particles since past multi- 
line laser-extinction measurements for acetylene 
and ethylene flames suggested rdp/X < 0.5 at a 
wavelength of 632.8 nm [6, 7]. For such condi- 
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the optical probe. 

tions, the differences between Rayleigh and Mie 
scattering predictions of soot volume fractions are 
less than 15% [13]. The relationship between the 
extinction ratio of the laser beam and the soot 
volume fraction for the Rayleigh limit is as fol- 
lows [3]: 

f v = - l n (  Ix/Ixo)/( f xL  ) • (1) 

The parameter fx  in Eq. 1 is a function of 
wavelength and the real and imaginary parts of 
the refractive indices of soot, n - iK, as follows: 

fx = (36rnK/X) / [ (n  2 -  K 2 + 2 ) 2 +  (2ng)2] .  

(2) 

The selection of soot refractive indices intro- 
duces uncertainties in the computation of soot 
volume fractions for fuel-rich conditions within 
diffusion flames. Tien and Lee [3] and Dalzell 
and Sarofim [14] find that soot refractive indices 
for hydrocarbon diffusion flames are relatively 
independent of fuel type (for H/C ratios spanning 
the present fuels) and temperature. In contrast, a 

recent measurement for a kerosene diffusion flame 
by Batten [15] is not in good agreement with the 
results of Refs. 3 and 14, with effects of fuel H/C 
ratio cited as the potential source of the discrep- 
ancy. Furthermore, several recent measurements 
of soot refractive indices in premixed hydrocar- 
bon flames have uncovered effects of fuel type, 
fuel-equivalence ratio, and residence time in the 
postflame region [16-18]. The latter observations 
are problematical since conditions within the soot 
spike at fuel-rich conditions for diffusion flames 
are similar to conditions in the postflame region 
of fuel-rich premixed flames, while residence 
times at these conditions are relatively long for 
the present experiments. Nevertheless, the major- 
ity of the results for the postflame region of 
premixed flames are comparable to the findings of 
Dalzell and Sarofim [14], 1.55-0.56i at 632.8 
nm; therefore, these values were used in order to 
be consistent with earlier work [4-7]. 

Two-Wavelength Pyrometry 

Two-wavelength pyrometry was used to find tem- 
peratures along the optical path. This involved 
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measurements of emission at 700 nm (always) 
and either 550 or 800 nm, using methods de- 
scribed by Cashdollar [19] and Klingenberg [20]. 
These wavelengths only involve continuum radia- 
tion from soot and yield soot temperatures; how- 
ever, gas temperatures are essentially the same 
since soot particles are small. The optical path 
was observed from one of the viewing ports while 
the other viewing port served as a cold boundary 
to limit the length of the optical path. The emis- 
sion signal was focused through two beamsplit- 
ters to impinge on two detectors (Hamamatsu 
photomultiplier tubes, model R316) while passing 
through appropriate line filters (10 nm halfwidth). 
The output signals were split, with one portion 
being amplified 100:1 while the other portion 
went directly to the analog-to-digital converter, in 
order to increase the dynamic range of the instru- 
ment. 

Assuming homogeneous conditions along the 
optical path, and negligible radiation from the 
cold background, Planck's Law gives the follow- 
ing expression for the voltage output of the detec- 
tor at wavelength ~ [19, 20]: 

V x = A b x e x ( 2  r h c Z / h S ) / [ e x p ( h c / ) ~ k T )  - 1], 

(3) 

where A and b x are the wavelength independent 
and wavelength dependent proportionality factors 
of the instrument. For present conditions, the 
exponential term in Eq. 3 is ~, 1; therefore, T 
can be found from measurements o f  V x at two 
wavelengths, as follows: 

r = - T  x, / 

The ratio of  the ~x~ was obtained from the laser 
extinction measurements of fv ,  as follows: 

~xi = 1 - e x p ( - f v L f x ~ .  ) . (5) 

There is little change in the refractive indices of 
soot over the wavelength range 550-800 K [3, 
14]; therefore, fx; in Eq. 5 was computed from 

Eq. 2 using the same values as the soot volume 
fraction measurements. 

Data Acquisition 

The combined laser-extinction and two-wave- 
length pyrometry measurements yielded six out- 
put signals that were sampled at 700 Hz. The 
procedure involved collecting 500 samples in clear 
air, as a reference, and 3500 samples within the 
flame. Results involving temperatures less than 
900 K and soot volume fractions less than 0.01 
ppm were discarded since sensitivity was not 
adequate in these ranges. 

Aside from gradient broadening, which has 
already been discussed, experimental uncertain- 
ties of the soot volume fraction measurements 
were largely due to uncertainties in the estimates 
of the refractive indices of soot, the Rayleigh 
scattering approximation, signal-to-noise ratios, 
and discretization errors of the digital data acqui- 
sition system. Uncertainties due to refractive in- 
dices are relatively large in the absolute sense, 
with values within the range reported by Tien and 
Lee [3], DalzeU and Sarofim [14], and Charalam- 
popoulos and coworkers [16, 17], yielding varia- 
tions of soot volume fractions up to 25 %. For this 
range of refractive indices, experimental uncer- 
tainties of soot volume fractions are less than 
40% for fv > 0.1 ppm, increasing to roughly 
60% for fv ~ 0.01 pm. Present results were 
repeatable well within these limits because a sin- 
gle set of refractive indices were used and effects 
of Mie scattering were ignored. Use of the refrac- 
tive indices of Habib and Vervisch [18] and 
Batten [15] would result in increases of soot 
volume fractions from the values reported here 
by factors of roughly 2 and 4, respectively. 

Aside from effects of gradient broadening, 
which were discussed earlier, experimental un- 
certainties of the two-wavelength pyrometer mea- 
surements were dominated by signal-to-noise ra- 
tios and the discretization errors of the digital 
data acquisition system. In particular, drift of  the 
photomultiplier tubes was small (less than 1%) 
while effects of refractive index uncertainties were 
small because a ratio of the exi was used--assum- 
ing that the refractive indices were constant over 
the relevant wavelength range. The resulting un- 
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Fuel Acetylene Propylene Ethylene Propane 
Reynolds Number b 470 840 750 1370 480 900 770 1940 

Richardson number c 68 22 108 32 77 22 116 18 
Heat release rate (kW) 10.1 18.0 11.5 21.1 7.8 14.4 13.0 32.7 
Radiative heat loss fraction (%) 62 61 40 44 36 40 25 28 
Flame height (mm) d 400 550 540 720 460 670 550 890 
Residence time (ms) e 257 295 504 600 334 360 552 660 

Vertical fuel injection into still air at NTP from a 50-mm-diameter burner. Acetylene: Commercial Grade, Detroit Welding Co. ; 
propylene and ethylene: chemically Pure Grade, Linde Division of Union Carbide and Air Products and Chemicals Co.; propane: 
chemically Pure Grade, Matheson Gas Products. 

b Re = uod/~,o, based on average velocity at burner exit and burner gas properties. 
c Ri = ad/uo 2 based on average velocity at burner exit. 
d Visible flame height from photographs. 
e Time between termination of fuel flow and disappearance of all flame luminousity. 

certainties of the temperature measurements are 
estimated to be less than 40 K for fv > 0.1 ppm, 
increasing to 80 K for fv ~ 0.01 ppm. Cross- 
checks of the results using the two wavelength 
pairs (550,700 nm and 700,800 nm), as well as 
repeatability checks, were well within these esti- 
mates. 

Test Conditions 

The test conditions are summarized in Table 1. 
Two flame operating conditions, with roughly a 
2:1 change in fuel flow rate, were used for each 
fuel. Burner Reynolds numbers were in the range 
470-1940, but the flames were strongly buoyant 
and the burner Reynolds number is not a good 
indicator of their properties: the region where 
measurements were made was turbulent. The 
flames corresponded to pool-like fires with burner 
exit Richardson members greater than 18 and 
ratios of the flame height to the burner exit 
diameter less than 18. Radiative heat loss frac- 
tions for each fuel were nearly constant, typical 
of strongly buoyant flames [1]. 

Flame heights and residence times were mea- 
sured in the same manner as in Ref. 5. Flame 
heights were taken as averages from motion pic- 
tures of the flames in a darkened room. Residence 
times were measured from dark-field motion pic- 
ture photographs as well: they were taken to be 

the time interval between ending the fuel flow 
rate with a shutter at the burner exit and the 
disappearance of all flame luminousity on the 
films. 

Flame heights were in the range 400-900 mm, 
which provided reasonable spatial resolution for 
the optical probe. Flame residence times were all 
greater than 250 ms. Except for propane, this was 
sufficient for the flames to be in the long-resi- 
dence-time regime where soot generation effi- 
ciencies are independent of flame operating con- 
ditions. As noted in Ref. 5, the long-residence- 
time regime is only approached for present oper- 
ating conditions for propane because reaching this 
condition would require excessively large flames 
for laboratory conditions. Flame residence times 
vary rather slowly with fuel flow rate [5]; there- 
fore, flame residence-time variations were not 
large for each fuel, ca. 20%. Instead, effective 
residence times were varied by considering dif- 
ferent heights above the burner over a relatively 
wide range, e.g., x/d = 2.5, 3.8, and 5.7. 

RESULTS A N D  DISCUSSION 

Flame Position and Operating Conditions 

In order to obtain data over the full range of 
conditions where soot was present in the fuel-rich 
(underfire) region, measurements were made at 
various radial positions for each height above the 
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burner, as follows: r/x = 0-0.12,  0-0.15, and 
0-0.18 for x /d  = 2.5, 3.8, and 5.7, respec- 
tively. However, an effect of position or fuel flow 
rate was not observed: such changes only served 
to emphasize results at different levels of mixing 
(or mixture fractions) of the flow. Thus, in order 
to avoid cluttering the plots of the results, the 
radial position is never indicated while the axial 
position and burner Reynolds number are only 
indicated on the plots of temperature-soot vol- 
ume fraction correlations. Naturally, the absence 
of effects of position and flow rate on relation- 
ships between temperatures and soot volume frac- 
tions for a particular fuel is supportive of the 
existence of state relationships for these quantities 
in the underfire region. 

Conditional pdfs of Temperature 

Probability density functions (pdfs) of tempera- 
ture, conditioned on soot volume fraction, pro- 

vide a useful indication of the character of the 
measurements. These results were obtained by 
ordering all the data for a particular fuel by soot 
volume fraction and then separating the data into 
five groups each containing roughly 64,000 mem- 
bers. The mean soot volume fraction and the pdf 
of temperature were then determined for each 
group. 

The resulting conditional pdfs for turbulent 
acetylene, propylene, ethylene, and propane 
flames are illustrated in Figs. 4-7 .  This ordering 
corresponds to decreasing propensity to soot, 
based on laminar flame heights at the normal 
smoke point [5, 21]. The present results indicate 
that the same ordering is maintained in the under- 
fire region with respect to the maximum group- 
averaged soot volume fraction for each fuel. The 
conditional pdfs of temperature exhibit a single, 
relatively sharp, peak at the highest soot volume 
fraction for each fuel. As soot volume fractions 
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decrease, however, the conditional pdfs of tem- 
perature become progressively broader. At the 
lowest soot volume fractions considered, the con- 
ditional pdfs of  temperature tend to split into two 
peaks, although the high-temperature peak is 
never very prominent and it is not observed at all 
for propylene. Even with the broadening, how- 
ever, the temperature ranges of the conditional 
pdfs of temperature are relatively narrow in spite 
of variations of  soot volume fractions in the range 
1 0 2 - 1 0 4  for the various fuels. 

Many of the features of Figs. 4 - 7  can be 
reconciled with state relationships within the soot 
spikes for fuel-rich conditions--typified by the 
results illustrated for acetylene and ethylene in 
Fig. 1. First of all, the maximum group-averaged 
soot volume fractions for acetylene and ethylene 
are ca. 20 and 2 ppm for both the present results 
and the laminar flame results illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Secondly, maximum soot volume fractions in the 
soot spike of the state relationships of Fig. 1 are 
associated with a relatively narrow range of tem- 
peratures; similar behavior in the turbulent flames 
should yield a single, relatively sharp peak in the 
conditional pdf of temperature at maximum soot 
volume fractions, which agrees with the results of 
Figs. 4-7 .  Finally, lower values of soot volume 
fractions involve the two sides of the state rela- 
tionships, where temperatures are somewhat dif- 
ferent; this should yield broader peaks in the 
conditional pdfs of temperature, and possibly 
splitting into two peaks at the lowest soot volume 
fractions, which is also in accord with the results 
seen in Figs. 4 -7 .  

Several properties of the conditional pdfs of 
temperature are summarized as a function of mix- 
ture fraction in Table 2, as follows: mean temper- 
atures, temperatures of the low- and high-temper- 
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TABLE 2 

Properties of Conditional pdfs of Temperature 

fv TM (K) TL (K) Tu (K) o (K) 

Acetylene 
0.068 1395 1320 1470 140 

0.55 1465 1380 1470 135 

4.58 1485 1420 1520 110 

10.7 1425 1410 - -  95 
20.3 1415 1400 - -  90 

Propylene 
0.12 1520 1540 --  210 

0.34 1535 1520 - -  200 

0.70 1505 1520 - -  150 

3.24 1455 1450 - -  120 

5.84 1445 1420 --  120 

Ethylene 
0.02 1550 1520 --  175 

0.19 1575 1520 1810 195 

0.55 1570 1560 1810 150 

1.15 1530 1540 1820 110 
2.00 1490 1460 - -  95 

Propane 
0.02 1580 1560 1840 195 

0.07 1590 1560 1820 200 
0.25 1570 1560 1810 190 

0.70 1530 1520 1810 150 
1.26 1490 1490 - -  110 

ature peaks (when present), and the standard 
deviations of the distributions. In general, mean 
temperatures of the distributions for each fuel 
vary less than 100 K over the whole range of soot 
volume fractions. Mean temperatures reach a 
maximum at intermediate values of soot volume 
fractions. This reflects the fact that the maximum 
soot volume fraction and temperature conditions 
do not coincide, on the one hand, whereas low 
soot volume fractions are associated with low 
temperatures at the start of formation of soot on 
the other. Maximum mean temperatures of the 
distributions increase in the order acetylene, 
propylene, ethylene, and propane. This follows 
the order of reduction of the radiative heat loss 
fraction of the fuels (Table 1), which is expected 
to increase flow temperatures. 

Mean temperatures in Table 2 are generally 
just slightly above the temperature of the low: 

temperature peak because the high-temperature 
peak is not very prominent. Differences in tem- 
perature between the low- and high-temperature 
peaks also increase in the order of reduced radia- 
tive heat loss fractions. This suggests that the 
high-temperature peak is associated with the 
fuel-lean side of the soot spike, and exhibits 
higher temperatures as radiative heat losses are 
reduced, while temperatures where soot first be- 
gins to appear are likely to be similar for all the 
fuels. 

The standard deviations of the conditional pdfs 
of temperature in Table 2 are approximately 100 
K at the maximum soot volume fraction. This is 
roughly twice the uncertainty estimate of the tem- 
perature measurements at this condition, ca. 40 
K, even though peak soot volume fractions should 
be associated with a single temperature if the soot 
volume fraction state relationship concept is ex- 
act. Nevertheless, this behavior is not surprising 
in view of potential effects of gradient broadening 
of measurements along a finite-length optical path 
and the grouping of data to find a conditional pdf 
of temperature. On the other hand, some varia- 
tion of temperatures at peak soot volume frac- 
tions, similar to the results in the laminar soot 
spike of acetylene in Fig. 1, cannot be ruled out. 
The progressive increase of the standard devia- 
tions of the conditional pdfs of temperature with 
decreasing soot volume fractions is consistent 
with the wider range of temperatures anticipated 
near the base of the soot spike, as noted earlier. 

Temperature-Soot Volume Fraction 
Correlations 

The correlations between instantaneous tempera- 
tures and soot volume fractions for turbulent 
acetylene, propylene, ethylene, and propane 
flames are illustrated in Figs. 8-11. Results in 
the upper part of the figures are for the underfire 
region. In order to avoid excessive overlapping of 
symbols on the plots, each of the data points for 
the underfire region represents the average of the 
nearest 100 instantaneous determinations of soot 
volume fractions and temperatures. The data in 
the underfire region represent a range of radial 
positions and are identified to indicate heights 
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Fig. 8. Correlations between soot volume fraction and temperature for turbulent acetylene/air 
diffusion flames. 

above the burner and burner Reynolds numbers; 
however, changes of these variables did not affect 
the results, as noted earlier. 

State relationships illustrated in Figs. 8-11 for 
the underfire region include results based on the 
measurements within laminar flames reported by 
Gore and Faeth [6, 7] for acetylene and ethylene, 
and correlations obtained from the present flames. 
The correlations reported in Refs. 6 and 7 were 
obtained by transcribing the state relationships in 
the soot spikes of Fig. 1 to the soot volume 
fraction-temperature coordinates of Figs. 8-11. 
The temperatures needed for this change of vari- 
ables were computed in the same manner as in 
Refs. 6 and 7. This involved computations of 
flame temperature as a function of mixture frac- 
tion using the measured concentrations of major 
species from the state-relationship correlations 
and thermochemical properties from the Gordon 
and McBride [22] code. It was assumed for these 
computations that the flames lost a fixed fraction 
of their chemical energy release at each mixture 
fraction due to radiation, with this fraction being 

the same as the radiative heat loss fraction of the 
flame as a whole. Radiative heat loss fractions 
were measured for the various fuels; as noted 
earlier, they only depend on fuel type for strongly 
buoyant flames [1]. 

The present correlations for the underfire re- 
gion appearing in Figs. 8-11 were taken to be the 
locus of the mean temperatures of the conditional 
pdfs of temperature, summarized in Table 2. The 
standard deviations of the conditional pdfs are 
also marked on the plots in order to provide a 
quantitative measure of the span of the tempera- 
ture data. The lower peaks of the conditional pdfs 
are relatively close to the mean temperatures; the 
upper peaks are roughly near the upper end of the 
standard deviation limits at low soot volume frac- 
tions. 

Results plotted in the lower part of Figs. 8-11 
involve the measurements and state relationship 
correlations for the fuel-lean (overfire) region of 
turbulent flames from Refs. 4 and 5. These mea- 
surements and correlations were both transcribed 
from soot volume fraction-mixture fraction coor- 
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dinates to the coordinates of Figs. 8-11 in the 
same manner as the underfire soot volume frac- 
tion state relationship correlations. The overfire 
data and correlations pertain to the long resi- 
dence-time regime; therefore, even though a range 
of positions and flame operating conditions were 
involved, these variables are not indicated since 
their effect is small. 

The results illustrated in Figs. 8-11 strongly 
suggest the presence of soot spikes in the under- 
fire region of the turbulent flames, analogous to 
the soot spikes observed in the fuel-rich region of 
laminar flames. This can be seen by comparing 
the soot spike state relationships of  Refs. 6 and 7 
for acetylene and ethylene, which were obtained 
in laminar flames, with the present measurements 
in turbulent flames (Figs. 8 and 10). First of all, 
maximum soot volume fractions for the laminar 
and turbulent flames are essentially the same, as 
noted earlier. Similarly, the temperature ranges 
of the present measurements are nearly the same 
as the span of the laminar state relationships at 
low soot volume fractions. The temperature lev- 

els of the soot spike for various soot volume 
fractions differ somewhat for the laminar and 
turbulent flames, but these differences can easily 
result from attempts to fit a state relationship to 
the limited and scattered measurements for lami- 
nar flames (see Fig. 1) as well as uncertainties in 
the estimates of state relationships for tempera- 
tures. The narrow temperature range where soot 
is present in the underfire region for propylene 
and propane (Figs. 9 and 11) also suggests a soot 
spike for these fuels because the mixture fraction 
range must be limited as well. 

The narrow temperature ranges where soot is 
observed in the underfire region in Figs. 8-11 
also tends to support past simplifications of con- 
stant-temperature soot layers for estimates of  con- 
tinuum radiation from flames [1]. This approxi- 
mation tends to be more appropriate for heavily 
sooting fuels like acetylene and propylene where 
large radiative heat losses reduce peak tempera- 
tures in the flames. In contrast, propane only has 
a radiative heat loss fraction of 25%-28  % (Table 
1) and exhibits a span of temperatures in excess 
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of 400 K for relatively-high soot volume frac- 
tions; therefore, the constant-temperature soot 
layer approximation is clearly less satisfactory for 
this fuel. Large flames of even heavily sooting 
fuels may also be problematical because they are 
more adiabatic as a whole since soot in the over- 
fire region shields heat losses from the high-tem- 
perature regions of the flow [6, 7]. However, 
portions of the soot layers within these flames 
still must be relatively cool, promoting local ra- 
diative exchange from high- to low-temperature 
regions of the soot layer; thus, local behavior 
within very large flames may not be very differ- 
ent from present observations. However, addi- 
tional study is needed to determine whether this 
conjecture is true. 

Extrapolation of the overfire correlation meets 
the soot spike abruptly in Figs. 8-11,  analogous 
to the behavior of the soot volume fraction state 
relationships illustrated in Fig. 1. This occurs 
since there are two paths to small soot volume 
fractions on the lean side of the maximum soot 
volume fraction. One path represents approach to 
stoichiometric conditions along the sides of the 
laminar flamelets, similar to processes along the 
sides of laminar flames. In this case soot volume 
fractions become small as soot oxidation is en- 
hanced near the stoichiometric condition while 
temperatures remain relatively high. These condi- 
tions are most representative of the high-tempera- 
ture side of the soot spike seen in Figs. 
8-11--perhaps corresponding to the high-tem- 
perature peak of the conditional pdf of tempera- 
ture. The other path involves passage of the soot 
layer as a whole through the tip of a turbulent 
flamelet, analogous to processes near the tip of a 
sooting laminar flame. In this case, once soot 
oxidation ceases, additional reductions of concen- 
trations of soot are only due to passive mixing in 
the overfire region, and follow the overfire corre- 
lations illustrated in Figs. 8-11. As a result, the 
intersection of the two correlations represent con- 
ditions when soot oxidation is quenched. Thus, 
the overfire and under fire correlations are rele- 
vant to two different statistical populations and 
are separated by a narrow oxidation zone as the 
soot layer passes through mixture fractions near 
stoichiometric conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Instantaneous soot volume fractions and tempera- 
tures were measured in the fuel-rich (underfire) 
region of turbulent acetylene, propylene, ethy- 
lene, and propane diffusion flames burning in still 
air. The test flames were relatively large with 
characteristic residence times greater than 250 
ms, placing them in the regime where soot gener- 
ation efficiencies are independent of position in 
the overfire region and burner operating condi- 
tions [5]. The test flames were also highly buoy- 
ant pool-like fires with burner exit Richardson 
numbers greater than 18 so that the results are 
largely relevant to natural fires. The main conclu- 
sions of the study for these test conditions are as 
follows: 

1. Instantaneous temperatures and soot volume 
fractions are highly correlated in the fuel-rich 
(underfire) region. These correlations depend 
on fuel type but were essentially independent 
of burner operating condition and position in 
the underfire region. 

2. The correlations between temperatures and 
soot volume fractions in the underfire region 
are consistent with the properties of soot vol- 
ume fraction state relationships for the soot 
spike region of laminar flames. In particular, 
maximum soot volume fractions and tempera- 
ture ranges within the laminar and turbulent 
soot spikes were essentially the same for 
acetylene and ethylene flames--the only flames 
where this comparison could be made. This 
suggests that useful information concerning 
soot volume fraction state relationships can be 
obtained in laminar flames where measure- 
ments are much easier than in turbulent flames. 

3. The soot spike in the underfire region of tur- 
bulent flames exhibits a relatively narrow 
range of temperatures--particularly for heav- 
ily sooting fuels where radiative heat loss 
fractions from the flame are relatively high. 
This provides some justification for the use of 
a constant-temperature soot layer approxima- 
tion for estimates of continuum radiation from 
flames. 

Although present findings support the existence 
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of soot volume fraction state relationships in tur- 
bulent flames, for the purposes of radiation pre- 
dictions, the results are only provisional. Mea- 
surements of soot volume and mixture fractions 
in turbulent flames are still needed to directly 
evaluate the soot volume fraction state relation- 
ship concept. Furthermore, additional measure- 
ments in laminar flames, along the lines of Refs. 
6 and 7, are also needed to better establish the 
correlation between soot volume fraction state 
relationships in laminar and turbulent flames. Fi- 
nally, conclusions about soot volume fraction state 
relationships are influenced by the properties of 
the refractive indices of soot for long residence 
times in fuel-rich soot layers; therefore, existing 
controversies concerning the refractive indices of 
soot in flames [3, 14-18] must be resolved in 
order to make substantive progress on this issue. 
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